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Abstract—Functions provided by Web applications are increasingly diverse which make their structures complicated and meshed. Cloud computing platforms provide elastic computing capacities for these meshed Web systems to guarantee Service Level Agreement (SLA). Though workloads of meshed Web systems usually change steadily and periodically in total, sometimes there are sudden fluctuations. In this paper, a hybrid State-space-model-and-Queuing-network based Feedback control method (SQF) is developed for auto-scaling Virtual Machines (VMs) allocated to each tier of meshed Web systems. For the case with workloads changing steadily, a State-space-model based static Feedback Control method (SFC) is proposed in SQF to stabilize request response times near the reference time. For unstably changing workloads, a Queuing-network based multi-tier collaborative Feedback Control method (QFC) is proposed for effectively eliminating bottlenecks. QFC builds a control system for each tier individually and uses the queuing network to measure the interaction relationships among different tiers. Experimental results show that QFC is able to improve the efficiency of eliminating bottlenecks (decreasing upper-limit SLA violation ratios by 31.99% ~ 56.52%) with similar or a little bit high VM rental costs compared to existing methods while SFC obtains more stable response times for requests with reasonable additional costs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MACHINE learning and data mining techniques are gradually applied to deal with various requests of Web systems to enrich the provided functions of services [1], which makes the structure of a Web system so complicated that it has a meshed topology. A meshed Web system usually contains multiple tiers, each of which provides a single atomic function. Each tier can be deployed on Virtual Machines (VMs) elastically rented from public Clouds to obtain dynamic computing power. VMs allocated to each tier might effectively be insufficient or excessive as workloads change dynamically. When VMs of one tier are insufficient, request response times become longer than the allowed upper limit specified in Service Level Agreement (SLA) leading to a bottleneck tier. On the contrary, excess resources make response times much shorter than the upper limit incurring resource wastes. Therefore, it is crucial to design elastic VM provisioning methods for allocating an appropriate number of VMs to each tier of meshed Web systems to stabilize Mean Response Times (MRTs) with minimal VM rental costs ensuring good service experience for users. The main challenges of VM provisioning for meshed Web systems consist of complex meshed relationships, nonlinear VM performance models and dynamic workloads.

Because VM performance models are nonlinear, it is hard to stabilize the MRTs of each tier at a reference time smaller than the upper limit. For each single tier, queuing models have been widely used to describe the nonlinear relationships among the minimum number of VMs, the MRT and the request arrival rate. But it is still hard to keep MRTs closely following the reference time because of inevitable deviations between the real system and queuing models. Therefore, the feedback control has been used to amend these deviations. However, feedback controllers of existing algorithms [2], [3] are usually designed for each tier separately without considering the interactions among different tiers. Meanwhile, because VMs are provisioned in coarse granularity, a VM is added or released only if the change of workloads exceeds a threshold. A slight workload change may not cause adjustments to the number of allocated VMs based on queuing models, but could make MRTs fluctuate [2], [4]. Therefore,
both single-tier based pure queuing-models and feedback control methods are not suitable for stabilizing MRTs of meshed Web systems.

Complex interactions among tiers are the main reason for bottleneck shifting. A surge in workloads usually leads to serious bottlenecks, and it is necessary to eliminate bottlenecks quickly to stabilize MRTs. However, eliminating one bottleneck tier may cause new bottleneck tiers (called bottleneck shifting) due to sudden passed requests to other tiers. Thus, it is a challenge to determine which tiers’ VMs to scale up simultaneously to avoid bottleneck shifting. A Proportional Provisioning Method (PPM) was proposed to adjust allocated servers according to the ratio of each tier’s arrival rate to the total arrival rate [5], [6]. But the ratios change as the proportions of request types change which decreases the performance of PPM. Therefore, a Jackson network based Reactive Bottleneck Elimination method (JRBE) [7] was developed to estimate the impacts of eliminating bottleneck tiers on other tiers, which was able to eliminate bottlenecks while avoiding bottleneck shifting. However, the inaccuracy of queuing models in the Jackson network degrades the performance of JRBE due to lack of reacting to real-time deviations from MRTs to the reference time.

In this paper, a hybrid State-space-model-and-Queuing-network based Feedback control method (SQF) is proposed for meshed Web systems to stabilize MRTs under an upper limit with minimum VM rental costs. The main contributions are: (1) When the system works near the reference mean response times, a State-space-model based static Feedback Control method (SFC) is developed in SQF to describe the linear relationships among all tiers and mitigate fluctuations of MRTs near reference points. The state-space based static feedback controller is more stable than multiple queuing models. (2) For serious bottlenecks in the meshed Web system, a Queuing-network based multi-tier collaborative Feedback Control method (QFC) is designed in SQF to improve the efficiency of eliminating bottlenecks. The feedback control result of each tier is applied to calculate impacts of bottleneck tiers to other tiers more accurately.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. The problems are described in Section 3. Section 4 introduces SQF and Section 5 shows experimental results. Conclusions and future work are depicted in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

It has attracted much attention about how to provision resources for single-tier and multi-tier Web systems which are surveyed separately.

2.1 Resource Provisioning for Single-Tier Web Systems

For single-tier Web applications, resource provisioning techniques are mainly based on threshold [8], [9], time series analysis [10], [11], [12], queuing theory [2], [3], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] and control theory [2], [3], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. Threshold-based methods usually compare system characteristics (e.g., CPU utilization) with the predefined thresholds to trigger corresponding resource scaling actions. However, whether thresholds are fixed [8] or adjusted automatically [9], the performance is affected by specific workload patterns. Considering the periodic fluctuations of workloads, Roy et al. [10] used a second order AutoRegressive Moving Average method (ARMA) to predict the incoming workloads. To compensate for the inaccuracy of using a single forecasting model, the genetic algorithm was used to combine predictive results of several time series analysis models [11]. Based on predicted workloads, a variety of queuing models such as M/M/N [2], [11], [13], [14], G/GI/N [15], GI/G/N [16] and G/G/N [17] have been used to describe the relations among the MRT, allocated amount of resources and the request arrival rate for Web applications. And deviations between queuing models and the real system performance can be reduced by combining with control theory. For example, some works improved traditional queuing models by adjusting the arrival-rate adjustment coefficient [2] or the processing rate [17], using the arrival-rate-related processing rate [3], or adding an additional value to the output of queuing models [21] through feedback controllers.

2.2 Resource Provisioning for Multi-Tier Web Systems

For multi-tier Web systems, the most intuitive way is to apply techniques designed for single-tier Web systems directly to auto-scale resources of each single tier independently [22], which ignores interactions among tiers degenerating the performance. Thus, tiered-but-joint based strategies are more suitable for multi-tier Web systems, such as queuing network [5], [6], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], control theory [28], [29], [30], [31], [32] and machine learning [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]. Urgaonkar et al. [5], [6], [27] and Cunha et al. [23] modeled the whole Web system as a queuing network, and auto-scaled resources of each tier by G/G/1 and M/M/1, respectively. And a hybrid queuing network consisting of M/M/c and M/M/1 was established by Bi et al. to provision VMs for each tier [24], [25]. Moreover, Jiang et al. [26] allocated the SLA to each tier dynamically based on M/M/N queuing models. As mentioned above, control theory can be applied to reduce the inaccuracy of queuing models. For example, a Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) controller was developed for two-tier systems to adjust the CPU of VMs [28], [29]. However, no feedback control method has been proposed for queuing-network based systems. No prior knowledge of system architectures and workload patterns is required by machine-learning based methods. For example, Iqbal et al. [33] and Rao et al. [36] selected increment, decrement or no operation of resources for a two-tier Web system by reinforcement-learning. And a machine-learning based performance modeling method was proposed to predict the end-to-end tail latency of each containerized micro-service [38], which was similar to one tier of meshed Web systems. But the high accuracy required a long period of constant trial-and-errors. For eliminating appeared bottlenecks, Salah et al. [39], [40] tried to eliminate each bottleneck tier individually. However, these methods might cause bottleneck shifting [5], [6]. Thus, PPM [5], [6] and JRBE [7] were proposed to solve this problem.

2.3 Comparison to Existing Studies

A comparison between our approach and existing methods is showed in Table 1. Interactions among tiers of meshed
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Web systems are not considered in most existing approaches. And for some methods applying queuing networks to describe interaction relations, the inaccuracy of queuing models is not considered. On the contrary, our approach SQF applies the state-space model to describe relationships among tiers accurately. And SQF combines the queuing network and the control theory to amend the inaccuracy of queuing networks.

### 3 Problem Description

Cloud meshed Web systems usually provide diverse services (businesses) such as picture searching, machine learning, business recommendation and so on. Fig. 1 shows a platform with networked structures and several collaborative tiers, which are commonly implemented in the form of micro-services collaborating through RESTful APIs. All user requests are received by the Router Tier first, and a sequence of tiers will be called in different orders determined by the business type of each request. The request generated by a previous tier to invoke another subsequent tier is called a sub-request of the original request. For example, for a request of the business type searching for similar pictures, the Router Tier generates a sub-request to the Searching Engine Tier first to accept a submitted picture. Next, the Searching Engine Tier generates a sub-request to the Machine Learning Tier to analyse the submitted picture. Finally, the Machine Learning Tier generates a sub-request to the Database Tier to obtain similar pictures. All tiers are state-less, and sub-requests can be generated only after ancestor sub-requests generating them have been processed completely (asynchronous calls). A meshed Web System usually provides several different business types with different tier accessing orders (accessing paths). Using a divide and conquer strategy, the total SLA of each type of business is determined by setting a fixed sub-SLA for each tier considering the trade-off between cost and user experience. Because VMs are usually charged by small intervals (e.g., seconds or minutes), provisioning resources for each tier individually (each VM only hosts one tier) is helpful for renting (leasing) VMs flexibly from (to) public Clouds based on the real-time requests of each tier. Meanwhile, because VMs of each tier usually process the same kind of tasks, multiple homogeneous VMs are elastically rented for each tier. Different tiers need the same or different types of VMs, and one VM can be held by only one tier at one time. However, VMs released by one tier could be reused directly by other tiers which need the same type of VMs.

The objective of this paper is to design a VM auto-scaling strategy which is able to minimize the VM rental cost of each tier \( L_i \) while satisfying two constraints defined in the sub-SLA of \( L_i \). For each tier \( L_i \), the first constraint is that the ratio \( \bar{V}_i \) of the real MRTs greater than an upper limit \( R^{sla}_i \) should be lower than a threshold \( V^{sla} \) (e.g., 10%), which is called upper-limit SLA. And the second constraint is that the average deviation \( \bar{D}_i \) from the real MRTs to the reference response time \( R^c_i \) (smaller than \( R^{sla}_i \)) should be lower than \( D^{sla} \) (e.g., 5%), which is called deviation SLA. The main function of deviation SLA is to make the MRTs stable which is selectable based on the requirements of service providers. \( T_c \) is the length of the control interval between two resource control actions and \( N_c \) is the number of total control intervals considered. \( N_i(k) \) is the number of VMs rented for \( L_i \) during the \( k \)th control interval, and \( p_i \) is the price per minute for the VM of \( L_i \). Then the optimization problem of each tier \( L_i \) is modeled as

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \quad & \sum_{k=1}^{N_c} p_i \times T_c \times N_i(k) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \bar{V}_i < V^{sla} \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{D}_i < D^{sla} \quad (1)
\end{align*}
\]
4 PROPOSED VM PROVISIONING METHOD

Widely used queuing models only describe the performance of one tier without considering the interactions among multiple tiers, and likely lead to response time fluctuations. Fortunately, when the Web system works near the reference MRTs, linear models can be used to describe the relations among multiple tiers more accurately. Therefore, a State-space-model based static Feedback Control method (SFC) is developed to stabilize MRTs of each tier around reference times. However, when the system deviates greatly from the reference points, queuing models are still the methods which describe nonlinear performance models more accurately than linear models. Although the feedback control is an effective method to amend deviations between queuing models and the real system, existing queuing-model based feedback control methods (such as Unequal-interval based loosely coupled Control Method (UCM) [2]) are all tailored for single tiers. A feasible effective method is to apply the queuing network to model the relations among multi-tiers based on queuing models. In this paper, UCM and the queuing network are combined to construct a Queuing-network based multi-tier collaborative Feedback Control method (QFC) for unstable conditions. The hybrid of SFC and QFC is called State-space-model-and-Queuing-network based Feedback control method (SQF). Algorithm 1 is the formal description of the proposed SQF. In every interval $T_i$, SQF collects the average end-to-end response time $\bar{R}$ (the sum of all sub-requests’ response times in each business type). If $\bar{R}$ is smaller than a predefined reference time, fluctuations of workloads are stable, SFC is applied to keep MRTs as stable as possible. Otherwise, there are bottlenecks, QFC is applied to eliminate bottlenecks avoiding shifting.

### 4.1 State-Space-Model Based Feedback Control

In SFC, a discrete linear state-space model for the whole meshed Web system with $N^i$ tiers is first built. Based on the state-space model, the integral control is applied to establish a static feedback control system to stabilize MRTs of each tier quickly near the corresponding reference time.

#### 4.1.1 Discrete Linear State-Space Model

A linearized state-space model $\Psi$ with Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is used to describe the interactive relationships among tiers which is as follows:

$$\Psi : \begin{cases} x(k+1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k), \\ y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k). \end{cases}$$

where $x(k) = (x_1^T(k), \ldots, x_i^T(k), \ldots, x_N^T(k))^T$ is the vector of arrival rates, $u(k) = (u_1(k), \ldots, u_i(k), \ldots, u_N(k))^T$ is the vector of total processing rates of VMs, and $y(k) = (y_1(k), \ldots, y_i(k), \ldots, y_N(k))^T$ is the vector of mean waiting times (MWTs) of all tiers. Although the objective is to stabilize MRTs, $\Psi$ is built based on MWTs which does not contain processing times because MWTs are able to represent the degree of blocking more accurately. $A$ is a $(N^i - 1) \times (N^i - 1)$ matrix describing the linear relations among arrival rates of different tiers, $C$ and $D$ are both a $(N^i - 1) \times (N^i - 1)$ diagonal matrix modeling the relations among MWTs, arrival rates and processing rates of each tier.

#### 4.1.2 State-Space Feedback Controller

For state-space models, the dynamic feedback controller is used widely which is able to obtain a zero steady-error [41]. In order to use the dynamic feedback controller, the state vector should be extended to be $m(k) = [x(k), e_I(k), e_{II}(k)]^T$ by adding the integral output error

$$e_I(k+1) = e_I(k) + e(k) = e_I(k) + r - y(k),$$

where $r = (W_1^r, \ldots, W_i^r, \ldots, W_N^r)^T$ is the vector of reference MWTs and $e(k) = (e_1(k), \ldots, e_i(k), \ldots, e_N(k))$ is the vector of control output errors. In the steady state, $e_I(k+1) = e_I(k)$. Therefore, $e(k) = r - y(k) = 0$ means the steady state output error is zero. Then, the augmented state-space model is obtained based on (2) and (3) as follows.

$$m(k+1) = \begin{bmatrix} A & 0 \\ -C & I \end{bmatrix} m(k) + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ -D \end{bmatrix} u(k) + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ I \end{bmatrix} r.$$
obtain $e(k)$. For each tier $L_i$, when the theoretical MWT $\bar{y}_i(k)$ is within the first interval $[W_i^r \times \rho_i, W_i^l \times \rho_i]$, $e_i(k)$ equals to zero. If $\bar{y}_i(k)$ exceeds the first interval but is still within the second interval $[W_i^r \times \rho_i, W_i^l \times \rho_i]$, $e_i(k)$ is defined to be the difference between $\bar{y}_i(k)$ and the lower or upper threshold of the first interval. And if $\bar{y}_i(k)$ exceeds the second interval, $e_i(k)$ equals to the difference between the lower or upper thresholds of two intervals.

$$
e_i(k) = \begin{cases} W_i^r \times (\rho_i - \eta_i) & 0 < \bar{y}_i(k) \leq W_i^r \times \eta_i \\ W_i^r \times \rho_i - \bar{y}_i(k) & W_i^r \times \rho_i < \bar{y}_i(k) < W_i^r \times \rho_i \\ W_i^r \times \rho_i - \bar{y}_i(k) & W_i^r \times \rho_i \leq \bar{y}_i(k) \leq W_i^r \times \rho_i' \\ W_i^r \times (\rho_i' - \eta_i) & W_i^r \times \rho_i < \bar{y}_i(k) < W_i^r \times \eta_i \\ W_i^r \times (\rho_i' - \eta_i) & W_i^r \times \eta_i \leq \bar{y}_i(k) \end{cases}$$

(8)

4.1.3 Formal Description of Proposed SFC

Algorithm 2 is the formal description of SFC. For each interval $T_e$, after the current arrival rate $x(k)$ is detected, (7) is applied to calculate the theoretical MWT $\bar{y}(k)$, based on which the output error $e(k)$ is obtained by (8). Then, the integral output error $e_I(k+1)$ and $x(k+1)$ can be calculated by applying (3) and (2), respectively. Finally, (5) is used to obtain the input vector $u(k+1)$, based on which the VM number $N_i(k+1)$ of each tier is set to $[\mu_i(k+1)/\mu_i]$ given the service rate per VM $\bar{\mu}_i$ in each tier. Meanwhile, each change of $N_i(k+1)$ cannot be larger than $n$ compared with the existing VM number $N_i^m$, and $N_i(k+1)$ should not be smaller than a minimum value $N_i^{min}$.

Algorithm 2. State-Space-Model Based Static Feedback Control (SFC)

**Input:** $A, C, D, K_P, K_I, x(k), e_I(k), \bar{\mu}_i, n, N_i^m, N_i^{min}$

**Output:** $\Upsilon$

1: Initialize $\Upsilon \leftarrow \phi$
2: for every control interval $T_e$ do
3: $\bar{y}(k) \leftarrow (C - DK_P) \times x(k) - DK_I \times e_I(k)$
4: Obtain $e(k)$ based on (8) and $\bar{y}(k)$
5: $e_I(k+1) \leftarrow e_I(k) + e(k)$
6: $x(k+1) \leftarrow A \times x(k)$
7: $u(k+1) \leftarrow -K_P \times x(k+1) - K_I \times e_I(k+1)$
8: for each tier $L_i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ do
9: Initialize $N \leftarrow [\mu_i(k+1)/\bar{\mu}_i]$
10: if $N_i^m(k+1) < N$ then
11: $N_i(k+1) \leftarrow \text{min}(N_i^m(k+1) + N, N)$
12: else if $N_i^m(k+1) > N$ then
13: $N_i(k+1) \leftarrow \text{max}(N_i^m(k+1) - N, N_i^{min})$
14: else
15: $N_i(k+1) \leftarrow N_i^m(k+1)$
16: $\Upsilon \leftarrow \Upsilon \cup N_i(k+1)$
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: return $\Upsilon$

4.2 Queuing-Network Based Feedback Control

In QFC, an improved version of UCM [2] is applied to control each tier independently and control results are combined by queuing networks to avoid bottleneck shifting. UCM is an effective method to amend the inaccuracy of queuing models.
by adjusting a coefficient of arrival rate dynamically for a single tier. Therefore, in QFC, the original UCM is modified (the modified version is named D-UCM) by applying a direct arrival-rate coefficient adjusting strategy to cope with fast changes of workloads. At first, D-UCM is used to obtain the initial adjusted arrival rate (control output) of each tier based on real-time output errors. Next, the impacts among tiers are calculated based on the request transition probability and the control output of each tier to obtain a final arrival rate for each tier. Finally, the final arrival rate is used to calculate the required VM number of each tier based on the M/M/N model separately.

4.2.1 M/M/N Queuing Model With Adjustable Arrival Rate
In UCM, a M/M/N queuing model was applied as the feed-forward control to obtain the required number of VMs of one tier which had an adjustable arrival rate. For a single tier $L_i$, let $\mu_i$ be the processing rate of each VM, $\lambda^i_y$ be the actual sub-request arrival rate and $N_i$ be the number of allocated VMs. According to the M/M/N queuing model [2], [7], the expectation of the MWT of sub-requests is as follows:

$$ W_s(N_i, \lambda^i_y, \mu_i) = \frac{\lambda^i_y}{N_i} \left(1 - \frac{\lambda^i_y}{N_i \mu_i}\right)^{N_i} P_0, $$

where $P_0$ is the probability of no requests in the system. Given $\lambda^i_y$, $\mu_i$, and the reference MWT of the queuing model $W^*_c$, the minimum number of VMs can be obtained based on (9) [7]. However, there are inevitable deviations between the original queuing models and the real system. Therefore, UCM used a coefficient to fix the arrival rate of each tier according to real-time output errors

$$ \lambda^i_y(k+1) = \lambda^i_y(k) \times \varphi_i(k), $$

where $\varphi_i(k)$ was the adjustment coefficient in each tier.

4.2.2 Direct-Updating Based UCM for Single Tier
For each tier $L_i$, in order to obtain the adjustment coefficient $\varphi_i(k)$, UCM modeled the single-tier Web system as a first-order linear control system

$$ y_i(k+1) = y_i(k) + u_i(k), $$

where $u_i(k)$ was the control input, i.e., the expected adjustment of the MWT $y_i(k)$. $u_i(k)$ can be obtained by using a proportional controller as follows:

$$ u_i(k) = K_p^i \times e_i(k), $$

where $K_p^i$ was the control gain. Let $W^*_c$ be the reference MWT of the feedback control, then $e_i(k) = W^*_c - y_i(k)$ was the output error. When $y_i(k)$ was within the range $[W^*_c - \rho_c^i, W^*_c - \rho_c^i]$, $e_i(k)$ was set to zero. The target to change the MWT by $u_i(k)$ to fix output errors was implemented by adjusting $\varphi_i(k)$. Let $\mu_i(k)$ be the total processing rate of VMs. According to the inverse M/M/1 model [2], in order to change the MWT from $y_i(k)$ to $y_i(k+1)$ approximately, the arrival rate should be adjusted by the ratio

$$ \omega_i(y_i(k), y_i(k+1)) = \frac{y_i(k)(1 + \mu_i(k)(y_i(k+1)))}{y_i(k+1)(1 + \mu_i(k)(y_i(k)))}. $$

Then, the arrival rate adjustment coefficient $\varphi_i(k)$ was update by

$$ \varphi_i(k) = \varphi_i(k-1) \times \omega_i(y_i(k), y_i(k+1)), $$

where $\omega_i$ was limited within the range $[\omega^i_l, \omega^i_u]$ to avoid large fluctuations.

However, UCM’s performance decreases when workloads change quickly. The main reason is that the arrival rate adjustment coefficient $\varphi_i(k)$ of UCM is updated in the form of an integral, i.e., it reflects the control errors of all past steps. Meanwhile, $\varphi_i(k)$ is updated in small steps by setting threshold limitations. When workloads change greatly, different scales of $\varphi_i(k)$ are required. However, the current updating strategy makes the change of $\varphi_i(k)$ slow which is not suitable for large workload fluctuations. In this paper, D-UCM is proposed to improve UCM by setting

$$ \varphi_i(k) = \omega_i(y_i(k), y_i(k+1)), $$

limited in the range of $[\omega^i_l, \omega^i_u]$ and this limitation is released when workloads increase greatly and MWTs are far from the reference time $W_c^*$. In D-UCM, only when $y_i(k)/W_c^*$ is smaller than a predefined constant $\theta_i$, the limitation exists. The benefit of such direct updating is able to react to sudden workload changes quickly compared with the integral based adjusting method. But D-UCM might lead to fluctuations when one control step cannot narrow the output error into an acceptable level. For example, when the MWT is greater than $W^*_c$, a larger coefficient is set to increase allocated resources in the first step. However, because the output error becomes small, the coefficient of the second control step might be smaller than that of the first step leading to resource releasing. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, $K_p^i = 1$ is set to try the best to correct the output error in one step, and the feedback is not invoked when the output error is smaller than a threshold [2].

Algorithm 3. Direct-Arrival-Rate-Adjusting Based UCM (D-UCM)

| Input: $\lambda^i_y(k), y_i(k), W^*_c, K_p^i, \theta_i, \omega^i_l, \omega^i_u$ |
| Output: $\lambda^i_y(k+1)$ |
| 1: for every control interval $T_e$ do |
| 2: Obtain $e_i(k)$ based on $W^*_c$ and $y_i(k)$; |
| 3: $u_i(k) \leftarrow K_p^i \times e_i(k)$; |
| 4: Calculate $\omega_i(y_i(k), y_i(k+1))$ based on (11) and (13); |
| 5: $\varphi_i(k) \leftarrow \omega_i(y_i(k), y_i(k+1))$; |
| 6: if $y_i(k)/W^*_c < \theta_i$ then |
| 7: Trim $\varphi_i(k)$ using $[\omega^i_l, \omega^i_u]$; |
| 8: end if |
| 9: $\lambda^i_y(k+1) \leftarrow \lambda^i_y(k) \times \varphi_i(k)$; |
| 10: end for |
| 11: return $\lambda^i_y(k+1)$ |

Algorithm 3 is the formal description of D-UCM. For each interval $T_e$, the control error $e_i(k)$ is obtained based on the actual MWT $y_i(k)$ and the reference time $W^*_c$. Based on
Fig. 3. A part of the feedback control system in QFC.

\[ \lambda_i(k+1) = \lambda_i(k+1) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \lambda_j(k+1) \times p_{ji}, \]

where \( p_{ji} \) is the probability of requests transferring from \( L_j \) to \( L_i \), which can be estimated on-line based on historical requests, and \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) is the number of additional sub-requests passing through \( L_i \) per second. Then, \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) can be obtained based on \( \lambda_i(k+1) \). Let \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) be the current arrival rate and \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) be the total processing rate of all VMs. When \( L_i \) is stable (\( \lambda_i(k) \leq \lambda_i(k+1) \)), \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) is equal to \( \lambda_i(k+1) - \lambda_i(k) \). Otherwise, \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) equals \( \lambda_i(k+1) - \lambda_i(k) \). In other words, \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) is always equal to \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) minus the minimum value between \( \lambda_i(k) \) and \( \lambda_i(k) \). Meanwhile, \( \lambda_i(k+1) \) should not be smaller than zero. Mathematically

\[ \lambda_i(k+1) = \max\{\lambda_i(k+1) - \lambda_i(k), \lambda_i(k+1) - \lambda_i(k)\}. \]

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, our approaches are compared with existing PPM [5, 6], JRE [7] and PPE [26], which are all state-of-the-art algorithms for multi-tier Web systems. Experiments are performed on a simulation platform established based on the widely used CloudSim [43]. For simplification, we assume that all tiers rent on-demand VMs of Amazon EC2's “c4.2xL” charged by $0.007 per minute. Two Web applications: Wikipedia and NASA websites are simulated. The realistic Wikipedia access logs from 19th to 25th September in 2009 [44] are used to reconstruct the Wikipedia application. Each Uniform Resource Locator (URL) in Wikipedia traces is considered as an independent request, and each folder name in the URL is considered to be a tier needed to be visited by this request. In other words, several sub-requests accessing different tiers will be generated according to the order of folders in the URL one by one. Totally, there are nine tiers in the reconstructed meshed Wikipedia Web system as shown in Fig. 4 (called System I). Meanwhile, NASA website [45] with eight tiers as shown in Fig. 4b (called System II) is reconstructed and simulated in CloudSim based on its realistic access logs from 1st to 15th August in 1995 [45] similarly. After the systems are reconstructed, requests consisting of multiple sub-requests are generated based on the timestamp and the URL of their access logs. The mean size of requests \( s_i \), the processing rate \( \mu_i \) per VM and the upper limit of response time in sub-SLA are shown in Table 3 for each tier \( L_i \). \( V_{sla} = 10\% \) and \( D_{sla} = 5\% \) are set consistently for two systems. Meanwhile, in order to simulate the sudden surges of requests, the number of sub-requests arriving at \( L_3 \) in System I is increased to \( 2 \times \lambda_i^1 \) and \( 3 \times \lambda_i^2 \) in two sequential thirty-minute intervals separately, then decreased in the opposite order in the next two sequential thirty-minute intervals until returned to the stable state. And sub-requests in \( L_1 \) are changed in the same way. Fig. 5 depicts dynamic changes of requests in the two systems.

5.1 Parameter Tuning

Although small control interval \( T_c \) is beneficial to react to workload changes timely, \( T_c \) should be greater than the VM setup time (about 2 minutes), and the control action takes...
Fig. 4. The meshed Web systems reconstructed based on realistic access logs and the example of transition probabilities among tiers.

### TABLE 3

Parameters of Meshed Web Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>System I</th>
<th>System II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s_i$ (MIPS)</td>
<td>$400$</td>
<td>$4000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_i$ (requests/s)</td>
<td>$38.75$</td>
<td>$3.875$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_i^{(s)}$ (second)</td>
<td>$0.04$</td>
<td>$0.40$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 4

Parameters of SFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$W_i^c$ (s)</th>
<th>$\rho_i$</th>
<th>$\rho_i^l$</th>
<th>$\eta_i$</th>
<th>$\eta_i^l$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System I</td>
<td>$L_1 \to L_5$</td>
<td>$0.42$</td>
<td>$0.90$</td>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td>$0.65$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_6 \to L_8$</td>
<td>$0.20$</td>
<td>$0.40$</td>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td>$1.35$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 5

Parameters of QFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$W_i^c$ (second)</th>
<th>$\rho_i$</th>
<th>$\rho_i^l$</th>
<th>$\theta_i$</th>
<th>$K_i^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System I</td>
<td>$L_1 \to L_5$</td>
<td>$0.02$</td>
<td>$0.09$</td>
<td>$0.90$</td>
<td>$1.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_6 \to L_8$</td>
<td>$0.04$</td>
<td>$0.08$</td>
<td>$0.90$</td>
<td>$1.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_1 \to L_5$</td>
<td>$0.20$</td>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td>$0.90$</td>
<td>$1.00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_6 \to L_8$</td>
<td>$0.04$</td>
<td>$0.08$</td>
<td>$0.90$</td>
<td>$1.00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

several minutes to take effect. Therefore, $T_c$ is set to be 5 minutes. When System I and II work near the reference points, the end-to-end MRTs of requests are usually smaller than 0.42 s and 0.15 s according to experiments, respectively. When systems deviate from their reference points, the end-to-end MRTs are greater than 0.42 s and 0.15 s. Thus, $R$ in System I and II are set to be 0.42 s and 0.15 s, respectively.

Parameters of SFC are shown in Table 4. For each tier $L_i$, an appropriate reference MWT $W_i^c$ (reference MRT $R_i^c \approx W_i^c + 1/\mu_i$) should be selected fulfilling the upper-limit SLA constraint. Greater $W_i^c$ means the higher probability of violating SLA while smaller $W_i^c$ means the higher resource renting cost which is usually selected by experiments [2]. $\rho_i$, $\rho_i^l$, $\eta_i$ and $\eta_i^l$ are set based on the granularity of MWT's changes in experimental results when one VM is added or released. Based on historical data, $A$, $C$ and $D$ are obtained by the least-square-regression based system identification method [41], [46]. And only data near the reference points is selected to fit the state-space model. Two control gains $K_p$ and $K_f$ for the state-space model are obtained by the LQR [41] based on (4) and (6) by setting $Q$ and $R$, which are tuned according to the overshoot and the settle time obtained by simulations.

Parameters of QFC are shown in Table 5. $W_i^c$ of QFC are set to the same as those of SFC. For each tier $L_i$, the reference MWT $W_i^c$ used by queuing models in QFC is set to be greater than $W_i^c$ for feedback controllers, which is more likely to make MWTs fluctuate around $W_i^c$. Experiments are also carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of using $\theta_3$ as a switch of enabling the trim operation on $\varphi_i(k)$ based on $\omega_i'$ and selecting appropriate values for $\theta_3$. For example, Fig. 6 depicts the result of applying $\theta_3$ on $L_3$ of System I which shows that using the $\theta_3$-based trim operation is able to draw systems from unstable states back quickly.

In order to compare the performance of UCM and D-UCM, QFC using UCM and D-UCM are tested separately. Fig. 7 shows their MRTs of $L_3$ in System I, which denotes that D-UCM is more stable. The main reason is that the changing speed of arrival rate adjustment coefficient of UCM cannot catch up with the speed of workload changes and the coefficient of D-UCM can be changed quickly as needed as shown in Fig. 8.
5.2 Experimental Results

Experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of adding the feedback control to queuing models, and combing the state-space based feedback control. And, our approach is also compared with other existing algorithms.

5.2.1 Effectiveness of Feedback Control

Existing algorithms JRBE [7] and PPM [5], [6] are methods based on pure queuing models, which are first compared with our queuing network and feedback control based hybrid method QFC to evaluate the effectiveness of applying the feedback control. For System I, since the arrival rate of $L_3$ is changed deliberately, $L_3$ becomes an original bottleneck tier periodically. $L_7$ and then $L_8$ are affected greatly by $L_3$ because there are high transition probabilities from $L_3$ to $L_7$ and then $L_8$ as shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 9 displays MRTs of $L_7$, in which there are many overlapping blue circles violating the upper limit for JRBE (4.57%) while there are fewer green circles violating such an upper limit for QFC (3.42%). And the growth trend of QFC’s Aggregated Deviations (ADs) over time is slightly quicker than that of JRBE. Table 6 shows similar trends for other tiers. The main reason is that JRBE calculates the number of required VMs only based on queuing models which have unavoidable deviations from real systems, while QFC uses the feedback control to correct deviations in time. And Fig. 10 shows enlarged images of MRTs belonging to a small interval $C_{324}^{348}$ in $L_7$ and $L_8$ for illustrating this clearly, and also manifests the QFC’s better ability of avoiding bottleneck shifting. It is because the feedback control is able to adjust the estimated additional passing rates of bottleneck tiers based on real-time output errors, and these additional passed rates will be transferred to other tiers by the queuing network. In other words, control actions of bottleneck tiers are transferred to other tiers too, which is helpful for adjusting the resource of affected tiers more quickly and avoiding bottleneck shifting. The reason of obtaining similar ADs is that MRTs exceeding $R_{sl}^i$ have been filtered when calculating $D_i$ to avoid the interference of greater MRTs. QFC and JRBE have similar ability of stabilizing MRTs when MRTs greater than the upper limit are ignored.

For System II, the change of $L_1$’s arrival rate leads to the change of arrival rates of $L_3$, $L_4$, $L_5$ then $L_7$ as shown in Fig. 4b, which makes them become bottleneck tiers. Table 7 shows that $D_i$ and $V_i$ of QFC are both lower than those of PPM in all tiers. Taking $L_4$ as an example, QFC obtains much lower $V_i$ and $D_i$ than PPM as depicted in Fig. 11. The main reason is that PPM increases VMs for each tier $L_i$ in
proportion to the ratios of the request arrival rate in $L_i$ to the total arrival rate in $L_0$. Due to the ratios are computed on-line considering all different kinds of requests together, which will change when their proportions change leading to inaccurate resource consumption estimations. On the contrary, QFC is able to estimate the impacts of bottleneck tiers on other tiers more accurately based on the transition probability of requests among tiers. Moreover, QFC is able to amend queuing model deviations by feedback control.

5.2.2 Effectiveness of State-Space-Model Based Control

SQF (QFC+SFC) is compared with pure QFC to illustrate the effectiveness of adding SFC in terms of stabilizing response times. Experimental results in Table 6 show that $\hat{D}_i$ and $\hat{V}_i$ of SQF are both lower than those of QFC for all tiers. Meanwhile, Fig. 12 shows that for $L_6$ of System I, MRTs of SQF are more stable at $R_{\hat{V}} = 0.26$ s and the ADs grow more slowly, which indicate that SQF has a better ability of stabilizing MRTs. The main reason is that SFC in SQF adjusts VMs based on the state-space model when the system is relatively stable. On the contrary, QFC uses queuing models to estimate VM numbers for all intervals including stable times. For queuing models, the increase of the arrival rate will not lead to the increase of VMs until a threshold is reached, which takes some time for QFC to draw the system back to the reference points incurring MRTs’ fluctuation.

5.2.3 Comparison of End-to-End Response Times

PPE [26] is an existing method which tries to make the end-to-end response times (the sum of sub-requests’ response times of all tiers accessed by a business type) smaller than the total business-upper-limit (set to be the sum of all accessed tiers’ upper limits) by adjusting the sub-SLA of each tier dynamically without setting a fixed sub-SLA to each tier. SQF is also compared with PPE to evaluate their ability in terms of stabilizing end-to-end response times. Experimental results show that the dynamic SLA distribution of PPE does not work well for meshed Web systems, but SQF can keep end-to-end response times more stable. Take the business type accessing $L_1; L_3; L_7$ of System II for example, Fig. 13 shows that end-to-end response times’ deviations and business-upper-limit violation ratios of PPE are apparently higher than those of SQF. And for the business type $(L_2; L_6)$ of System II, the end-to-end response times’ deviation and business-upper-limit violation ratios of PPE are 28.81% and 16.77%, which are both much higher than 12.40% and 4.20% of SQF, respectively. The main reason is that PPE...
models each tier as a M/M/N queue, based on which the performance promise (decreased response time by adding one VM and increased response time by releasing one VM) of each tier is obtained. Because queuing models have deviations, the adjusted number of VMs obtained by multi-tier negotiating is inaccurate. More importantly, PPE does not consider complex interactions among tiers. On the contrary, SQF applies the state-space model to describe the relationships among tiers accurately.

5.2.4 Comparison of Rental Costs

Table 8 displays the VM rental cost \( C_i \) of each tier and the total cost \( C \) of compared algorithms. Compared with JRBE, our approach QFC consumes similar costs, but has lower upper-limit violation ratios, although both QFC and JRBE are able to fulfill the \( V^{sla} \) constraint for all tiers. However, both of them violate the deviation SLA if the optional \( D^{sla} \) constraint is considered by service providers. PPM’s costs are lower than those of QFC, but has the average upper-limit violation ratio of 120.22%/\( T \) = 17.17% much higher than 52.27%/\( T \) = 7.47% of QFC. The business-upper-limit violation ratio 29.10% of PPE is also much higher than 7.16% of SQF as shown in Fig. 13. The reason is that VMs of PPM and PPE cannot be scaled up or down timely according to workload changes as the pink and purple crosses shown in Fig. 14, respectively, especially for the interval [197, 228] as depicted in the black box. In a word, although the total cost of PPM and PPE is lower, both \( V^{sla} \) and \( D^{sla} \) constraints are greatly violated by them. On the contrary, our approach SQF is able to adjust VMs appropriately as shown by red crosses in Fig. 14. And compared with QFC, SQF applies the state-space model to keep MRTs more stable (fulfilling \( V^{sla} \) and \( D^{sla} \) constraints simultaneously for most cases) which requires only a little higher VM cost.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a VM provisioning method SQF is proposed to stabilize request response times of Cloud meshed Web systems near the reference times smaller than upper limits with minimum VM renting costs, which takes advantages of the state-space-model and the queuing-network based feedback control. Experimental results show that the state-space-model based feedback control can mitigate fluctuations of MRTs effectively when the system works near reference points with a reasonable high cost. And when the system deviates from reference points, the queuing-network based feedback control is able to improve the efficiency of eliminating bottlenecks compared with existing methods consuming similar costs. Developing nonlinear-state-space-model to improve the performance of the VM provisioning method is the promising future work.
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